Is Your Team-Building Strategy working?
(Part 5 of a 6-part series on Managing and Leading Others)

No matter how well your team is doing, there is always room for growth and progress.
None of your team members are at their intellectual limit for learning. Given the proper
encouragement, they could all be putting forth more effort. Can you get your team
members to reach a little higher?
One of my clients who is also a personal friend owns several car dealerships. Earlier in
his career, he worked for Roger Penske (also a client), who owned close to 300.
In his management capacity, my friend reported directly to Roger and, every December,
he and Roger had a phone call to discuss projections for the coming year. During these
calls, Roger would always ask him, “What is your goal for number of units sold next
year?” In response, my friend gave him a number, then Roger would say, “OK, now tell
me what your ‘stretch goal’ is”. My friend would think a moment, then give Roger a
higher number. Before the call was over, Roger would always say, “Why don’t we just go
ahead and make your stretch goal your regular goal? You’ve got a great team and you
can do it!” What do you say to that?” I think the correct answer to that particular
question was always, “Yes sir, OK!”

My friend told his sales group that Mr. Penske complimented him on what an
outstanding team they had. Then, he shared the stretch goal for the team and let
everyone know what their additional contribution would need to be to reach that goal.
They all agreed, and they invariably hit it!
Any sub-standard performance resulted in a brief conference to discuss production
issues and make course corrections. Sharp team-builders are always ready to talk about
performance issues.
When you have solid objectives in place and you know the exact average sales results of
your team members, you can accurately project the number of salespeople you will need
to have in order to reach these objectives. This is how you make the numbers work.
Have you ever noticed in team-building that things don’t always go perfectly? Just when
you think your team is totally intact, three people don’t show up the next day! One’s
truck broke down, another’s dog died, and the third had to go get his brother-in-law out
of jail, and on and on ad infinitum!
When you have people on the team who lose their velocity - regardless of the reason those people are, according to leadership guru, Dr. Warren Bennis, experiencing a Vortex
of Adversity. As a skilled leader, one of your prime responsibilities is to keep every team
member producing at a high level while giving them everything they need to grow and
avoid getting caught up in such a vortex.
One of the most common mistakes leaders make is managing and leading everyone the
same way. It would be easier if they could do it, but no single formula fits everybody.
There is an old saying in team-building that you “hire ‘em in masses - train ‘em in classes
– Kick ‘em into the field on their posteriors – and see if their performance passes! (I
cleaned that one up somewhat for you😊). It’s not that simple any more.
The best antidote to a disappointing attempt at mass team-building is developing an indepth knowledge base of the strengths, weaknesses, needs, and priorities of each team
member. You might say, “That would take too much time; we could never afford to do
that!” Believe me, you can’t afford NOT to do it! Manage each one individually while
having policies and procedures that they all adhere to.
Obviously, you always want to minimize turnover and maximize individual performance.
That means you must go deep to understand your people, analyze their production
issues, and offer solid suggestions for correcting their specific problems. At the same
time, you must instill them with the confidence in themselves required to reach their
very own stretch goals.
Your team-building strategy will succeed in direct proportion to how well you are able
to create a path to a Vortex of Achievement instead of Adversity for each member of

your team. Once you’re certain they are buying-in to the concept and prepared to do the
work, turn them loose and watch them perform!
Note: I suggest that you follow this link to The Don Hutson Report Library to
review the previous issues. https://donhutson.com/dhreport-library/
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